Measurement of cell thickness in infrared spectrophotometry.
It is shown that the usual expression for measuring the cell thickness d(a) of an empty cell, namely, d(a) = lambda(1)lambda(2)N/2(lambda(2) - lambda(1)), where N is the number of fringes over the wavelength range lambda(1) and lambda(2), may only be applied under particular conditions of cell and wall thickness and spectrophotometer characteristics. This is done by first deriving the expression for the transmission coefficient of a cell taking into account all the four surfaces at which a discontinuity in the refractive index occurs (while in deriving the above formula only two such surfaces are considered). Then, by examining the spectrophotometer characteristics, we investigate what amount of the information contained in the variation of transmission coefficient with wavelength is actually recorded by the instrument. Formulas are developed for different situations, in which only cell thickness, both cell and wall thickness, and finally only wall thickness, may be measured by counting the number of fringes over a wavelength interval. The equation mentined at the beginning is only valid for the first of these cases.